Abstract. Compression spring is one of the most common mechanical componet being used in most mechanisms. Many criteria and constraints should be considered in designing and specifying the spring dimensions. Therefore, it has been one of the standard case studies considered to test a new optimisation algorithm. This paper introduced an optimization method named Gravitational search Algorithm (GSA) to solve the problem of weight minimization of spring. From previous studies, weight minimization of a spring has been investigated by many researcher using various optimization algorithm technique. The result of this study were compared to one of the previous studies using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. Also, parametric studies were conducted to select the best values of GSA parameters, beta and epsilon. From the results obtained, it was observed that the optimum dimensions and weight obtained by GSA are better than the values obtained by PSO. The best values of beta and epsilon was found to be 0.6 and 0.01 respectively.
Introduction
Spring is an elastic device that is used to store mechanical potential energy. A mechanical spring used to exert force, provide flexibility and to store and absorb energy. The suspension spring give high frequency fluctuating load and impulsive load during the driving process in automobile which operates as a buffering and shock absorber. So, a good quality of suspension spring plays important role in the stationary and safety in automobile. Therefore, helical compression spring with a good flexibility and can absorb great energy is widely used in automotive industry where the overall weight plays an important role to the overall efficiency of the vehicle. Therefore, minimizing the weight is usually the main objective in designing any automotive component.
A process of finding maximum or minimum for function which depends on some parameters was defined as design optimization. The optimization is carried out when there are some designs variables need to be considered to obtain maximum or minimum parameters and it must also satisfy some constraints. Several approach for an optimization was introduced such as analytical or numerical method and advanced optimization technique such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm and Evolutionary Algorithm [2] . All these methods use mathematical programming such as MATLAB software techniques to carry out the algorithm for the optimization solutions.
Hence, optimal design of spring is solved by using Gravitational Search Algorithm. GSA is basically derived from the law of gravity. GSA is found to have a better result compared to PSO [3] because it has a potential in solving a discrete engineering optimization problem. The objective of this project is to minimize the weight of spring design by using Gravitational Search Algorithm and its performance.
Next section will discuss the characteristics of spring design and the concept of GSA application in solving engineering problems.
Spring Design
Different type of spring possess different properties and function indeed but the main function still the same where mechanical springs are used to exert force, to store or absorb energy, and to provide flexibility. The optimal design which is to minimize the weight itself cannot be analyzed directly due to the variety of types and functions of the springs. Therefore, this study has been set to focus on a small scaled helical compression spring which is commonly used in automotive industrial such as for a suspension spring. This spring are useful in the operation of many devices due to several desirable properties, such as a near linear rate and also the availability of the materials that can be used to fabricate them, and the ease of manufacture. For this reason helical compression springs have been in used for some time.
A spring are widely used in industrial because the differences of the properties and functions. In 2010, John L. Porteiro in his paper of optimization of spring design with fatigue proposed a fundamental of spring design [4] . According to this paper, it considers only helical compression spring because it is the most common used for suspension in automotive fields. This type of spring is very useful for many devices due to desirable properties such as near linear rate (particularly after the first 20% of deflection). In his paper, a design variable is considered for an optimal design for a spring. 
Gravitational Search Algorithm
In 2009, Esmat Rashedi [5] developed a new optimization algorithm named Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA). The idea based on the Newton's law of gravity and law of motion where all the objects will attract each other by its own gravitational force. This gravitational force causes the objects to move toward the objects with heavier masses. Then, masses will cooperate using a direct form of communication, through gravitational force. The heavier masses correspond to good solution and move slower. Light masses correspond to poor solution and move faster toward heavy masses. In GSA, there are four parameters for each agent (mass): position, inertial mass, active gravitational mass and passive gravitational mass. By using the Newton's law of motion, the velocity of each agent is updated after the acceleration is calculated.
Similar with PSO, some of the position and velocity updating methods for each agent are employed here. For each iteration, the position of each agent (mass) is updated using the modified velocity. This position will give an updated solution for the optimization problem through a fitness function represented by the agent's gravitational and inertial masses.
Assume position of each agent in the searching space is represented by   
Here, m can be determined using Eq (2):
For a minimization problem, the definition of best (t) and worst (t) are defined as in Eq (3): 
The fitness value, () j fit t affects the mass value of ith agents, which corresponds to the position of the particle in a search space. Next, the fitness, () j fit t , is evaluated for each agent according to the objective function as later explained in Eq (8). The gravitational constant, G(t), is updated due to the effect of decreasing gravity. The best and the worst values of the population were calculated.
Mass, M for each agent is calculated and the acceleration, α was calculated using     dd ii t F t   and the force acting is calculated as follows:
where aj M is the active gravitational mass related to agent j,  is small constant, ij R is the distance between agent i and j, and 
where, i rand is a uniform random number in the interval [0, 1] . This updating process is repeated as long as the stopping criterion is not satisfied. The procedure can be summarized in Figure 2 .
Simulation Parameters
This research is using simulation methods extensively. A simulation is carried out by using Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) to get the best optimal design of spring with the minimum weight. The algorithm optimizes the design variables for the helical compression spring model (wire diameter, the mean coil diameter, the number of active coils) that will affect the overall weight of the designed spring. These variables are optimized subject to certain constraints based on the mechanical properties of the spring. The optimum weight is then compared against the optimum weight by using PSO from previous study [3] . For a better perspective on the organization of this study, a flow chart of the study was constructed and can be shown in the Figure 3 .
The benchmark fitness functions (Eq (8)), design variables and constraints for the spring design are taken from [3] . The three design variables and the subsequent operable range are shown in Table 1 . Initial setting parameters used for the simulation are shown in Table 2 .
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Fig . 2 Flowchart of the GSA [6]     Minimize, 
Results and Discussions
Using the parameters and constraints defined before, GSA algorithm was carried out to optimize the weight of a helical spring. MATLAB programming environment was employed Table 3 shows the solution produced by the GSA for the initial run with initial parameters as tabulated in Table 2 . These results were compared against previous solution using PSO by [3] . The results proven that GSA
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managed to obtain better value for the spring overall volume (inch 3 ) which directly corresponds to the overall weight. There was 53.85% decrease in the overall volume using the optimized dimension from GSA algorithm compared to the PSO solution by [3] . All variables were optimized and well kept within operable range while satisfying the four constraints before. The comparison and the best solution can be shown as tabulated in Table 3 below. 
Conclusion
In optimizing a spring design, a method using GSA algorithm has been proposed in this study. Using the readily available parameters and constraints, the GSA algorithm has been employed and an optimized design has been obtained. The GSA method proposed have been validated against previous results [3] and evaluated. According to the overall result, GSA performed better result compared to PSO. 53.85% of volume improvement has been recorded for the optimized spring design. This algorithm has a good prospect for future development. Further study on the effect of GSA parameters Beta and Epsilon can be carried out to determine the effect on the algorithm in terms of the quality and also stability of the solutions. Choosing the right values for these parameters is one of the most important aspects in employing this algorithm. This study has been adapting previous values used by previous studies. Also, the proposed GSA method can be implemented in solving high dimensional and complex optimization problems due to the fact that this algorithm can perform better than the more established PSO algorithm.
